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ABSTR AC T

Purpose Recent developments in medical technology have
broadened the spectrum of X-ray procedures and changed
exposure practice in X-ray facilities. For this reason, diagnostic
reference levels (DRLs) for diagnostic and interventional X-ray
procedures were updated in 2016 and 2018, respectively. It is
the aim of this paper to present the procedure for the update
of the DRLs and to give advice on their practical application.
Materials and Methods For the determination of DRLs, data
from different independent sources that collect dose-relevant
data from different facilities in Germany were considered. Sev-
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en different weight intervals were specified for classifying pediatric X-ray procedures. For each X-ray procedure considered,
the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of the respective national
distribution of the dose-relevant parameters were determined.
Additionally, effective doses that correspond to the DRLs were
estimated.
Results In procedures with already existing DRLs before
2016, the values were lowered by circa 20 % on average. Numerous DRLs were established for the first time (9 for interventional procedures, 10 for CT examinations).
Conclusion For dose optimizations even below the new national DRLs, the BfS recommends establishing local reference
levels, using dose management software (particularly in CT
and interventional radiology), adapting dose-relevant parameters of X-ray protocols to the individual patient size, and
establishing internal radiation protection teams responsible
for optimizing X-ray procedures in clinical practice. When
applying good medical practice and using modern equipment,
the median dose values of the nationwide dose distributions
can not only be easily achieved but can even be undercut.

Key Points:
▪ German diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) für diagnostic
and interventional X-ray procedures were updated in 2016
and 2018, respectively.
▪ For X-ray procedures for which DRLs existed already before
the update, the updated DLRs were lowered by circa 20 %,
on average.
▪ For CT and interventional radiology, new DRLs were
established.
▪ X-ray procedures have to be optimized even below the
DRLs.
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Z US A M M E N FA SS U N G

Ziel Die Entwicklungen der Medizintechnik in den letzten
Jahren haben das Spektrum medizinischer Röntgenanwendungen erweitert und die Untersuchungspraxis in Röntgeneinrichtungen verändert. Infolgedessen wurden 2016 und
2018 die diagnostischen Referenzwerte (DRW) für diagnostische bzw. interventionelle Röntgenanwendungen aktualisiert. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, das Prozedere der Aktualisierung
und die aktualisierten DRW vorzustellen sowie Hinweise zu
ihrer praktischen Anwendung zu geben.
Material und Methoden Für die Aktualisierung der DRW wurden verschiedene, voneinander unabhängige Datenquellen
berücksichtigt, die Dosis-relevante Untersuchungsparameter
von verschiedenen Einrichtungen aus dem gesamten Bundesgebiet registrieren. Röntgenanwendungen an Kindern wurden
in 7 verschiedene Gewichtsklassen eingeteilt. Für jede erfasste
Röntgenanwendung wurde die 25., 50. und 75. Perzentile der
entsprechenden nationalen Verteilung der Dosis-relevanten
Untersuchungsparameter bestimmt. Für die aktualisierten und

Introduction
Approximately 95 % of the radiation exposure of the population in
Germany is the result of diagnostic and interventional-radiologic
applications of radiation. According to estimates of the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection, the average effective dose from
X-ray procedures in Germany in 2014 was approximately 1.6 mSv per
inhabitant [1]. In particular, higher-dose radiological applications of
radiation, such as computed tomography (CT) examinations and
interventional-radiologic procedures, increased and made the greatest contribution to medical imaging-based radiation exposure of the
population in 2014 (approximately 65 % and 18 %, respectively). Due
to the typically very small but not insignificant risk of patients developing cancer as a result of X-ray radiation [2, 3], operators of X-ray
equipment must determine the indication for each individual case
as well as optimize every application of radiation (ALARA “as low as
reasonably achievable”) [4 – 6]. Since medical as well as situational,
procedural and equipment-related aspects are to be taken into
consideration in the planning and implementation of procedures
involving radiation, it can be difficult for the physician (operator) to
categorize exposure values and to systematically implement optimization principles in the clinical routine.
Diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) provide users with values for
optimizing the application of radiation and are intended to protect patients from excessive exposure [7, 8]. Although DRLs are
not limit values but rather represent upper reference values for
the purpose of orientation, it must be checked whether the radiation exposure can be reduced when the DRLs are exceeded without jeopardizing the goal of the medical procedure.
DRLs are valid for standard applications in standard patients using
typical equipment. Easily measurable dose-related parameters (e. g.
dose area product (DAP); volume computed tomography dose index
(CTDIvol); dose length product (DLP)) are used to define DRLs. The defined DRLs do not relate to individual radiation applications but rather
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neu festgelegten DRW wurden die zugehörigen effektiven
Dosiswerte abgeschätzt.
Ergebnisse Die DRW für Röntgenanwendungen, die schon
vor 2016 existierten, konnten im Mittel um circa 20 % gesenkt
werden. Für zahlreiche Röntgenanwendungen wurden neue
DRW festgelegt (für die interventionelle Radiologie 9, für die
Computertomografie 10).
Schlussfolgerungen Um Röntgenanwendungen auch unterhalb der neuen nationalen DRW zu optimieren, empfiehlt das
BfS, lokale Referenzwerte festzulegen und anzuwenden,
Dosismanagementsoftware (v. a. für den Bereich der CT und
interventionellen Radiologie) einzusetzen, Dosis-relevante
Protokollparameter der Röntgenuntersuchung bzw. des
interventionell-radiologischen Eingriffs systematisch an die
Patientenstatur anzupassen und einrichtungsinterne Strahlenschutzteams zu etablieren. Bei guter Praxis und Einsatz moderner Geräte-Technologien können die durch die 50. Perzentile
der nationalen Verteilungen vorgegebenen Expositionsniveaus
erreicht und sogar unterschritten werden.

to the arithmetic mean of parameter values over 10 – 20 (radiography
and CT) to 20 – 30 (fluoroscopy and interventional radiology) procedures performed on one device [7, 8]. As a result, interindividual differences, due for example to variations in individual patient size and
in the degree of difficulty of interventional-radiologic procedures, can
be reduced. The assumption is that the averaging of many patients
examined on one unit approximates the exposure level for a standard
patient (70 ± 3 kg [7]). Despite optimized application of radiation, the
average exposure level can exceed the relevant DRL, for example,
when primarily patients whose body dimensions are significantly
greater than those of standard patients were examined/treated.
In Germany, the concept of DRLs for diagnostic radiology and
interventional radiology is anchored in the new Radiation Protection
Ordinance (§ 125 paragraph 1 StrlSchV) and also in the new Radiation Protection Act (§ 185, paragraph 2, no. 2). To ensure ongoing
adjustment of DRLs to the current state of the art and changes in
examination practices, a cyclical process including equipment
operators, the medical authorities of the German federal states,
and the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection was implemented in Germany [9]. As part of quality assurance of X-ray procedures at medical facilities in accordance with § 130 of the Radiation
Protection Ordinance, the medical authorities check whether the
methods as well as X-ray systems in use comply with the quality
standards required by the current state of the art. This also includes
the comparison of randomly acquired means of dose-related parameters with DRLs and a check to determine whether the achieved
image quality is sufficient to answer the medical question at hand
[10]. Mean values of the collected dose-related parameters are
provided to the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection in
anonymized form for regular updating of the DRLs. DRLs were
defined for the first time in Germany in 2003 [11] and updated in
2010 [12]. Radiology equipment and the application spectrum
have changed significantly since then [1] so that the DRLs for
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Updating of the DRLs
Database
Data from various sources were taken into consideration in the
updates of the DRLs in 2016 and 2018:
▪ Medical authorities: The exposure data randomly collected by
the medical authorities in their routine checks of X-ray facilities
and reported to the German Federal Office for Radiation
Protection were included for X-ray procedures for which DRLs
were already defined during the update in 2010. Some medical
authorities also provided exposure data for conventional X-ray
examinations of the shoulder and hip and for endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) and CT examinations
with bolus tracking. For mammography, the medical authorities
collected data on the average dose to the breast parenchyma
(average glandular dose, AGD) primarily at curative facilities.
These values were compared to the dose values provided by two
reference centers of the mammography screening program to
the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection for the years
2012 to 2014. In total, up to multiple tens of thousands of dose
values for X-ray procedures in adults were provided to the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection for the period 2010
to 2015 (e. g. shoulder level 1: 33 100 DAP values, posterioranterior thorax: 22 500 DAP values, mammography: 5500 AGD
values, coronary angiography: 3100 DAP values, chest CT: 5900
DLP values). For pediatric examinations, between 50 (chest CT in
adolescents) and 1600 (conventional X-ray examination of the
chest in elementary school children) values were provided.
Most of the reported exposure dose values data are averages
of 10 individual dose values. Dose values were averaged by
medical authorities.
▪ Institute for Applied Quality Improvement and Research in
Health Care (aQua institute): Dose-related parameters (DAP
and fluoroscopy time) for interventional radiology examinations collected between 2012 and 2014 in up to 818 different
inpatient facilities (1.3 million DAP values for coronary angiography, 25 900 values for transcatheter aortic valve implantation) [15 – 17].
▪ German Society of Interventional Radiology and Minimally Invasive Therapy (DeGIR): Data for various minimally invasive interventions performed in up to 244 facilities between 2012 and
2017 [18, 19]. Up to 65 000 DAP values for percutaneous-transluminal angioplasty (PTA) of the pelvis, thigh, and knee as well
as the lower leg and foot were reported for these types of intervention.
▪ Survey regarding CT practice: Data for 34 standard CT examinations collected in a joint study by the German Federal Office for
Radiation Protection, German Radiological Society, and the Professional Organization of German Radiologists from 2013 to 2014
[20]. Up to 600 exposure values (e. g. in the abdomen and pelvis)
were taken into consideration for the individual examinations.
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Data analysis
To eliminate errors (typos, assignment of the exposure data to
incorrect examination types, errors in the conversion of physical
units, etc.) in data collection or data transfer to the greatest
extent possible, only values that were no more than a factor of
three over and not less than a factor of 0.1 under the relevant
DRLs from 2010 were included in the analysis. To be able to identify an erroneous allocation of DLP-CTDIvol combinations to CT
examinations, the scan lengths, L = DLP/CTDIvol, were compared
with the standard scan lengths, Lst, of the examinations [20]. The
standard scan lengths were determined on the basis of a projection with defined scan limits (e. g. from the guidelines of the
German Medical Association) onto the reference woman/man
defined by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) [21]. Data sets not fulfilling the conditions L > 0.7 Lst
and L < 1.3 Lst + 4 cm were not taken into consideration [20].
The 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the determined distributions of dose-related parameter values were calculated for
every X-ray procedure. In addition, the effective dose, Deff, resulting from the defined DRL was assessed based on the sex- and
age-independent tissue weighting factors of ICRP publication
103 [22] using the CT-EXPO or PCXMC software for every X-ray
procedure [23, 24]. The examination parameters defined in the
guidelines of the German Medical Association on quality assurance of X-ray examinations (e. g. voltage, filtering, and collimation) were taken into consideration [25, 26].
It must be taken into account that the average organ equivalent dose values of the male and female reference person are
included in the evaluation of the calculated values for the effective dose [22]. Therefore, the calculated dose values allow
comparison of different diagnostic and interventional X-ray procedures but as a rule do not allow evaluation of the individual
exposure of patients with a body stature deviating from that of
the reference persons. In the calculation of the effective dose for
a reference person, an inaccuracy up to 30 %, in the interventional
radiology up to 100 % should be assumed [27 – 29].

Special considerations in pediatric X-ray procedures
According to the recommendations of the ICRP, the European
Commission, and the European Society of Radiology (ESR), pediatric X-ray procedures of the trunk are to be classified based on
body weight [8, 30, 31]. Accordingly, pediatric examinations of
the trunk were divided into a total of seven different weight
classes (▶ Table 1) that roughly correlate with certain age groups
[32]. Since only minimal data were available for some weight
classes, linear correlations between the dose-related parameter
values (conventional projection radiographs and fluoroscopy
images: DAP, CT: current time product or CTDI vol ) and body
weight were additionally used to check the percentiles calculated
from the distributions [33, 34]. Examinations of the head continued to be classified exclusively based on the patient’s age.

Defining the DRLs
The DRLs were defined in an expert discussion and supplementary
e-mail consultations on the basis of the collected distributions in
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diagnostic and interventional X-ray procedures were updated again
in 2016 and 2018, respectively [13, 14].
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infant

toddler

school-age child

adolescent

slim adult

normal-weight adult

< 3 kg

3 – < 5 kg

5 – < 10 kg

11 – < 19 kg

19 – < 32 kg

32 – < 56 kg

56 – < 65 kg

65 – 75 kg

–

0 – < 3 months

3 – < 12 months

1 – < 5 years

5 – < 10 years

10 – < 15 years

–

–

Number of examinations

Number of examinations

neonate

Number of examinations

premature
infant

DAP [cGy x cm]

a

DAP [cGy x cm]

b

CTDIVOL [mGy]

c

▶ Fig. 1 Acquired distribution a of the dose area product (DAP) for conventional X-ray examinations of the abdomen in AP/PA projection, b of the
DAP for coiling of an intracranial aneurysm, and c of the volume CT dose index (CTDIvol) for CT examinations of the head. The black vertical lines
indicate the position of the 75th percentile used for setting the DRL value.

consensus with representatives of the Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, the X-Ray
Ordinance Working Group, the Commission on Radiological
Protection, the medical authorities, the German Radiological
Society, the German Society for Neuroradiology, the Society for
Pediatric Radiology, the Professional Organization of German
Radiologists, the German Society for Medical Physics, the German
Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association, and the
above-named data-supplying institutions. As recommended by
the ICRP and the European guidelines, the DRLs are defined based
on the 75th percentiles of the particular dose distributions [7, 8,
35, 36], with the plausibility of these values being carefully
checked and the current DRLs from other countries being taken
into consideration.

▪

▪

▪

Updated DRLs
The dose distributions that served as the basis for the definition of
the corresponding DRLs are shown as examples in ▶ Fig. 1a – c for
three different X-ray procedures from the areas of conventional
projection radiography, interventional radiology, and CT.

X-ray procedures in adults
▪ Conventional X-ray examinations (▶ Table 2): DRLs for X-ray
examinations of the shoulder and hip were taken into consideration for the first time. In total, DRLs were defined for eight
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▪

anatomical regions with up to two different projection directions. Compared to the DRLs defined in 2010, there was an
average reduction of 16 %.
Mammography (▶ Table 2): On average, the dose values
provided by two reference centers of the mammography
screening program were 21 % lower than the values provided
by the medical authorities. Compared to 2010, the DRL was
reduced by 20 %.
Fluoroscopy (▶ Table 3): DRLs were defined for six fluoroscopy
examinations (one new). Compared to 2010, the DRLs were
lowered by 19 % on average.
Interventional-radiologic procedures (▶ Table 4): DRLs were
defined for ten interventions (nine new). The values for PTA
were specified as a function of the body region in which the
intervention is performed. The 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the distributions of the fluoroscopy times are provided
in ▶ Table 4 for further orientation for users. The old DRL for
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI; previously known as
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty, PTCA) was
reduced by 20 %.
CT examinations (▶ Table 5): DRLs (10 new) were defined for a
total of 20 CT examinations. Multiple DRLs were specified for
one anatomical region for some examinations depending on the
medical issue. ▶ Table 5 provides additional scan limits and the
standard scan lengths, Lst, of the relevant procedures for further
orientation. The dose-related parameter values for examinations of the cranium, facial bones and the paranasal sinuses
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▶ Table 1 Definition of weight classes for pediatric X-ray procedures of the trunk that roughly correspond with the age. Examinations of the head are
solely classified by the patient’s age.

▶ Table 2 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of dose-related parameters of projection radiographs and mammograms in adults as well
as the updated DRLs and the corresponding rounded effective doses. In radiography, dose values are defined for a single projection, in mammography for each projection and breast.
DAP [cGy∙cm2 or µGy∙m2]
25th percentiles

50th percentiles

DRL [cGy∙cm2
or µGy∙m2]

Deff [mSv]

75th percentiles

skull AP/PA

30

42

57

60

0.03

skull LAT

27

37

50

50

0.02

shoulder

10

16

27

25

0.02

thorax PA

7

9

13

15

0.03

thorax LAT

17

28

43

40

0.07

thoracic spine AP/PA

48

77

110

110

0.2

thoracic spine LAT

50

86

133

140

0.1

lumbar spine AP/PA

89

140

203

200

0.4

lumbar spine LAT

149

231

341

350

0.4

abdomen AP/PA

102

157

228

230

0.5

pelvis AP/PA

109

169

244

250

0.4

43

69

hip

105
AGD [mSv]

Mammography

25th percentiles

50th percentiles

75th percentiles

1.2

1.5

1.9

110

0.1

DRL [mSv]

Deff [mSv]

2.0

–1

DRL: diagnostic reference level, DAP: dose area product, Deff: effective dose, AP: anterior-posterior, PA: posterior-anterior, LAT: lateral, AGD: average
glandular dose.
1
The tissue weighting factors published in ICRP publication 103 [22] are the mean for both sexes. Thus, the concept of the effective dose cannot be used
for a sex-specific analysis. The effective dose is not given.

▶ Table 3 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of the dose-area product (DAP) of fluoroscopy examinations in adults as well as the updated DRLs and the corresponding rounded effective doses. Dose values correspond to the whole examination.
DAP [cGy∙cm2 or µGy∙m2]
type of examination

25th percentiles

50th percentiles

75th percentiles

CA

1100

1800

2800

ERCP

DRL [cGy∙cm2 or
µGy∙m2]

Deff [mSv]

2800

5

550

1000

2600

2500

7

small intestine

1000

1800

3200

3500

9

colon mono-contrast

1100

1900

3000

3000

140

270

420

450

1800

3100

4800

4800

phlebography
arteriography pelvis-leg

8
0.5
7

CA: coronary angiography, ERCP: endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography.

relate to the head-CTDI test phantom (diameter of 16 cm) and
the other values relate to the body-CTDI test phantom (diameter of 32 cm). Compared to the DRLs defined in 2010, the updated DLP values were reduced by 21 % on average.
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X-ray procedures in children
In conventional radiography, the DRL for AP exposures of the abdomen of neonates was added to the DRL catalog. In contrast, a
DRL was not defined for CT scans of facial bones in children due
to the low number of exposure values. In total, 17 DRLs were de-
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conventional projection
radiographs
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▶ Table 4 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of the DAP and fluoroscopy times of interventional-radiologic procedures in adults as well
as the updated DRLs and the corresponding rounded effective doses. Dose-related parameter values and effective doses correspond to the whole
intervention.
DAP [cGy∙cm2
or µGy∙m2]

fluoroscopy
time [min]

25th percentiles

DAP [cGy∙cm2
or µGy∙m2]

fluoroscopy
time [min]

50th percentiles

DAP [cGy∙cm2
or µGy∙m2]

fluoroscopy
time [min]

DRL1 [cGy∙cm2
or µGy∙m2]

Deff
[mSv]

75th percentiles

thrombus aspiration after stroke
(recanalization of
cerebral arteries)

5100

12

9100

21

15 800

35

18 000

11

coiling of a cerebral
aneurysm (EVAR of
the cerebral artery)

7400

21

12 100

34

19 200

54

25 000

16

PCI

2000

5.2

3400

9.3

4900

13

4800

9

combined CA
and PCI

2800

5.9

4000

9.5

5500

13

5500

10

TAVI

2500

7.9

4900

12

8200

18

8000

15

▪ thoracic aorta

4700

7

11 400

12

20 300

19

▪ infrarenal abdominal aorta

5500

14

10 800

21

20 300

33

▪ suprarenal abdominal aorta

4700

14

9500

26

21 800

52

TACE

6200

11

12 100

17

22 400

25

23 000

392

EVAR
28
32
23 000
36

PTA of
▪ pelvis

2200

7

4400

10

8700

17

9000

23

▪ thigh and knee

800

7

1500

11

3500

18

4000

10

▪ lower leg and
foot

600

9

1000

17

2000

31

2500

6

PCI: percutaneous coronary intervention, TAVI: transcatheter aortic valve implantation, EVAR: endovascular aneurysm repair, TACE: transarterial
chemoembolization, PTA: percutaneous transluminal angioplasty.
1
The DRL refers to the dose-area product (DAP).
2
The effective dose for TACE refers to a procedure in the liver.

fined for conventional radiography (▶ Table 6), 4 DRLs for fluoroscopy (▶ Table 7), and 9 DRLs for CT (▶ Table 8). In comparison to
the values from 2010, the DRLs for these three examination types
were reduced on average by 27 %, 48 %, and 16 %, respectively.

Reference values
According to § 8, paragraph 2 Radiation Protection Act, operators
of X-ray devices are required to keep radiation exposure as low as
possible even below the DRLs. Per definition, DRLs do not provide
sufficient incentive for further optimization of the relevant X-ray
procedures for the operators of approximately 75 % of X-ray devices. As suggested by the ICRP, the 75th percentiles as well as the
25th and 50th percentiles of the corresponding dose distributions
are listed in ▶ Table 2 – 8 and the corresponding percentiles of the
distribution of fluoroscopy time are additionally provided in
▶ Table 4 as reference values for further optimization of radiation
exposure or for clarification of the reasons for DRLs being exceeded

744

[8]. When applying good medical practice and using modern
equipment, it is possible for users to achieve the exposure level
defined by the 50th percentiles. However, the patient dose must
not be lowered to the point that the image quality is no longer
sufficient to answer the medical question at hand in diagnostic
radiology or to cause the intervention to fail in interventional radiology. Therefore, the image quality must be checked particularly at
values below the 25th percentiles. When using modern equipment,
e. g. the simulation of scatter radiation grids in radiography or iterative image reconstruction in CT, sufficient diagnostic image quality
can be achieved even under the 25th percentiles in some cases
[37]. Further reference values for examinations for which no DRLs
have been defined are provided in the indicated study on CT practice in Germany [20].
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type of interventional-radiologic
procedure
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vertex/base of the skull

upper edge of the sinuses/
occlusal plane

upper edge of the sinuses/
occlusal plane

upper edge of the sinuses/
aortic arch

vertex/aortic arch

one of more spaces

cervical vertebral body 1/
cervical vertebral body 7

cervical vertebral body 7/
sinus

cervical vertebral body 7/
adrenal glands

cervical vertebral body 7/
pelvic inlet

thoracic vertebral body 1/
symphysis

thoracic vertebral body 5/
apex

dome of the diaphragm/
lower pole of the kidney

dome of the diaphragm/
symphysis

cervical vertebral body 7/
symphysis

one of more spaces

lumbar vertebral body 1/
lumbar vertebral body 5

cranium

facial bones

paranasal sinuses

neck

carotid angiography

intervertebral disc spaces
of the cervical spin

bones of the cervical spine

high-contrast lung

thorax

thorax and upper abdomen

total aorta

prospective ECG-triggered
coronary angiography

upper abdomen

abdomen and pelvis

torso

intervertebral disc spaces
of the lumbar spine

bones of the lumbar spine

16

6 per
space

66

43

14

12

66

43

32

27

10

4 per
space

33

18

11

11

12

Lst
[cm]
DLP
[mGy∙cm]

13

17

8.0

9.0

8.7

7.0

7.0

6.0

6.4

1.4

8.0

10

7.0

7.0

6.0

7.0

50

215

215

480

560

205

105

400

250

200

45

90

105

250

170

70

90

670

25th percentiles

CTDIvol
[mGy]

DLP
[mGy∙cm]

16

21

10

12

11

15

9.0

8.0

9.0

2.0

16

18

12

10

7.0

11

55

290

275

635

670

275

180

600

340

270

70

180

170

400

250

85

140

790

50th percentiles

CTDIvol
[mGy]

DLP
[mGy∙cm]

23

29

13

15

15

20

13

10

12

3.0

23

25

18

15

8.0

20

60

355

370

830

820

360

330

790

460

340

105

300

280

610

330

100

190

890

75th percentiles

CTDIvol
[mGy]
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upper/lower body limit

CT examination

10

25

13

15

15

20

13

10

10

3.0

20

25

20

15

8.0

20

60

DRL CTDIvol
[mGy]

700

360

330

800

450

350

100

300

600

–
180

1000

–

330

90

200

850

DRL DLP
[mGy∙cm]

3.5

2.81

16.0

11.4

7.0

7.3

13.3

8.3

6.6

1.8

3.8

1.91

6.0

3.1

0.3

0.6

1.7

Deff [mSv]

▶ Table 5 Upper and lower body limits, standard scan lengths of CT examinations in adults, 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of dose-related parameters as well as the updated DRLs and the
corresponding rounded effective doses. Dose values are defined for a single scan series.
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Application of updated DRLs and reference
values
Since DRLs and reference values are used to optimize radiation
applications, they relate to one projection direction and scan series
in conventional radiography and CT, respectively. The number of
individual projections and projection directions or the number of
scan series per examination is to be defined when determining the
indication.
The protocol names of the various procedures involving radiation performed at a facility should be selected to that simple and
clear assignment of the individual X-ray procedures to the applications defined in the DRL catalog can be performed even retrospectively, e. g. as part of a check by the medical authority. Internationally established nomenclature for radiation applications such as the
RadLex Playbook [38] can be used for this purpose.
Specific information regarding various applications for which
questions about the DRLs were submitted to the German Federal
Office for Radiation Protection is provided in the following. Moreover, information as to how exposure parameters are to be modified
for different medical issues, particularly in the case of CT procedures, is provided.

Conventional X-rays
▪ Abdomen: The low percentiles of the relevant dose distribution
compared to those for X-rays of the pelvis can be explained by
the fact that dose data for the abdomen includes a high percentage of images used to survey the abdomen in emergency
situations with a lower image quality.

Fluoroscopy
▪ Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)1: The sum of dose
fractions of conventional 2 D fluoroscopy and possible CBCT
examinations is to be compared with the DRL.
▪ ERCP: Compliance with the specified DRL can be ensured even
in interventional-radiologic procedures.

Interventional-radiologic procedures
▪ The DRLs for interventional-radiologic procedures outside the
heart were updated again in 2018. Under consideration of the
complexity and subsequent variability of these interventions,
the relevant DRLs were carefully adjusted in comparison to the
values from 2016.
▪ CBCT: The sum of dose fractions of conventional 2 D procedures and possible CBCT examinations is to be compared with
the relevant DRL.
▪ If multiple interventional-radiologic procedures and/or fluoroscopy scans are combined in the same body region, the corresponding DRLs are to be added together. An exception here is
combined coronary angiography (CA) and PCI (see below).
▪ Combined coronary angiography (CA) and PCI: Combined CA
and PCI (5500 cGy∙cm2) is usually not PCI (4800 cGy∙cm2) fol-

1

The method is also referred to as digital volume tomography (DVT) or
flat detector CT (FDCT).
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Maximum 10 % of the total DLP
bolus tracking and topogram

Dose-related parameter values of CT examinations on the cranium, facial bones and paranasal sinuses relate to the 16-cm CTDI test phantom (head phantom), and the other values to the 32-cm test phantom (body phantom).
CTDIvol: volume CT dose index, DLP: dose length product, Lst: standard scan length.
1
Effective dose for the examination of a single intervertebral disc space.

4.3
1000
8.0
960
8.2
725
540
iliac crest/foot
CT angiography of the
pelvis-leg

95

5.0

7.0

3.5
260
10
450
315
215
lower pole of the kidney/
symphysis
bones of the pelvis

22

8.0

11

15

15
405
15
310
12
235
9.0
lower pole of the kidney/
symphysis
pelvis soft tissue

22

75th percentiles
50th percentiles
25th percentiles

upper/lower body limit
CT examination

▶ Table 5

(Continuation)

Lst
[cm]

CTDIvol
[mGy]

DLP
[mGy∙cm]

CTDIvol
[mGy]

DLP
[mGy∙cm]

CTDIvol
[mGy]

DLP
[mGy∙cm]

DRL CTDIvol
[mGy]

400

DRL DLP
[mGy∙cm]

5.3

Deff [mSv]
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▶ Table 6 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of the DAP of pediatric projection radiographs as well as the updated DRLs. Dose values
are defined for a single projection.
DAP [cGy∙cm2 or µGy∙m2]
25th percentiles
skull AP infant (3 – < 12 months)
skull AP toddler (1 – < 5 years)
skull LAT infant (3 – < 12 months)
skull LAT toddler (1 – < 5 years)

6.0

50th percentiles
9.0

12

17

5.5

8.0

10

14

DRL [cGy∙cm2 or
µGy∙m2]
75th percentiles
13

12

24

24

11

10

21

20

thorax AP/PA premature infant (< 3 kg)

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

thorax AP/PA neonate (3 – < 5 kg; 0 – < 3 months)

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.5

thorax AP/PA infant (5 – < 10 kg; 3 – < 12 months)

0.5

0.7

1.1

1.0

thorax AP/PA toddler (10 – < 19 kg; 1 – < 5 years)

0.9

1.3

2.0

2.0

thorax AP/PA school-age child (19 – < 32 kg;
5 – < 10 years)

1.6

2.5

3.5

3.5

thorax LAT toddler (10 – < 19 kg; 1 – < 5 years)

1.0

1.5

2.7

2.5

thorax LAT school-age child (19 – < 32 kg; 5 – < 10 years)

3.0

4.5

5.8

5.0

abdomen AP/PA neonate (3 – < 5 kg; 0 – < 3 months)

0.1

0.4

0.8

2.0

abdomen AP/PA infant (5 – < 10 kg; 3 – < 12 months)

2.5

3.5

5.0

5.0

abdomen AP/PA toddler (10 – < 19 kg; 1 – < 5 years)

3.5

abdomen AP/PA school-age child (19 – < 32 kg;
5 – < 10 years)

6.5

pelvis AP/PA toddler (10 – < 19 kg; 1 – < 5 years)

3.5

pelvis AP/PA school-age child (19 – < 32 kg; 5 – < 10 years)

6.5
12
6.5

11

19

11

10

15

20

12

12

28

25

▶ Table 7 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of the DAP of miction cystourethrography (MCU) in children of varying weights and ages
as well as the updated DRLs. Dose values are defined for the total examination.
DAP [cGy∙cm2 or µGy∙m2]

weight class or age
25th percentiles

50th percentiles

DRL [cGy∙cm2
or µGy∙m2]
75th percentiles

MCU in neonate (3 – < 5 kg; 0 – < 3 months)

1.4

2.1

3.8

MCU in infant (5 – < 10 kg; 3 – < 12 months)

3.1

5.0

8.9

MCU in toddler (10 – < 19 kg; 1 – < 5 years)
MCU in school-age child (19 – < 32 kg; 5 – < 10 years)

5.3
11

lowing completed CA (2800 cGy∙cm2), but rather therapeutic
intervention sequences under fluoroscopy guidance following
shorter diagnostic fluoroscopy and imaging sequences. On the
whole, the number of fluoroscopy and imaging sequences and
thus the dose are lower than the sum of CA and PCI.
▪ Endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) of the aorta: Even if for the
sake of simplicity only one DRL for EVAR was defined independent
of the anatomical region in 2018, it is recommended due to the
potential variations in the complexity of interventions to record
the section of the aorta (thoracic aorta, suprarenal abdominal
aorta, or infrarenal abdominal aorta) in which the particular intervention was performed [19].
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5.0
10

10

19

18

21

35

30

▪ Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA): A differentiation is
made between the pelvis, thigh-knee, and lower leg-foot. If the
blood vessel to be treated is located on the border of adjacent
regions, the greater DRL is to be applied.

CT examinations
▪ CBCT: In principle, the DRLs defined for conventional CT are
also valid for examinations using CBCT devices if the DLP is
displayed or a conversion of the dose-related parameters (DAP
to DLP) is possible.
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weight class or age

748
vertex/
base of the skull
vertex/
base of the skull
vertex/
base of the skull
vertex/
base of the skull
cervical vertebral body 7/
adrenal glands
cervical vertebral body 7/
adrenal glands
cervical vertebral body 7/
adrenal glands
cervical vertebral body 7/
adrenal glands
cervical vertebral body 7/
adrenal glands
dome of the diaphragm/
symphysis
dome of the diaphragm/
symphysis

skull infant (3 – < 12 months)

skull toddler (1 – < 5 years)

skull school-age child
(5 – < 10 years)

skull adolescent and slim adult
(> 10 years)

thorax neonate
(3 – < 5 kg; 0 – < 3 months)

thorax infant
(5 – < 10 kg; 3 – < 12 months)

thorax toddler
(10 – < 19 kg; 1 – < 5 years)

thorax school-age child
(19 – < 32 kg; 5 – < 10 years)

thorax adolescent
(32 – < 56 kg; 10 – < 15 years)

abdomen and pelvis school-age child
(19 – < 32 kg; 5 – < 10 years)

abdomen and pelvis adolescent
(32 – < 56 kg; 10 – < 15 years)

36

29

26

20

16

12

10

12

11

10

10

Lst [cm]

4.0

2.0

4.0

1.6

1.1

1.0

0.7

40

27

23

19

165

73

56

35

21

15

7

505

358

190

82

25th percentiles

DLP
[mGy∙cm]

DLP
[mGy∙cm]

5.0

3.0

4.9

2.7

1.7

1.2

0.8

50

42

30

24
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DLP
[mGy∙cm]

7.0

335

175

182

6.72
5.0

72

76

25

10

750

696

466

293

5.3

3.4

1.7

1.0

58

58

37

28

75th percentiles

CTDIvol
[mGy]
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208

102

86

50

41

19

8

637

535

344

218

50th percentiles

CTDIvol
[mGy]

Dose values for CT examinations of the skull relate to the 16-cm test phantom, otherwise to the 32-cm test phantom.

upper/lower body limit

CT examination
(weight class or age)

CTDIvol
[mGy]

7.0

5.0

6.5

4.0

2.6

1.7

1.0

55

50

35

30

DRL CTDIvol
[mGy]

310

185

200

110

55

25

15

800

650

450

300

DRL DLP
[mGy∙cm]

▶ Table 8 Upper and lower body limits, standard scan lengths of pediatric CT examinations, 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of dose-related parameters as well as the updated DRLs. The
dose values are defined for one scan series.
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evaluation of soft tissue. The scan region stretches from the
tip of the lung to the edge of the sinus (also see [42]).
– If adjacent body regions (e. g. pelvic bone when examining
the bones of the lumbar spine) are included in high-contrast
examinations of bone structures, the DLP can be increased
in relation to the scan length while maintaining the CTDIvol.
In the case of targeted medical issues (e. g. when ruling out
hairline fractures in the skeleton), the CTDIvol and thus also
the DLP can be slightly greater than the DRL.
– In the case of high-contrast examinations to search for
stones in the case of acute colic in the region of the kidneys
or the urinary tract, the CTDIvol can be lowered to 5 mGy
[41]. The scan length and thus the DLP are to be adapted to
the particular medical issue.
▪ Bolus tracking and topograms: The DLP of bolus tracking and
topograms should not comprise more than 10 % of the total
DLP of the corresponding CT examination.

Outlook
According to the ICRP and EU, the DRL concept represents an
instrument to be primarily used by equipment operators to effectively identify the diagnostic and interventional X-ray procedures
that may require optimization. However, the ICRP also states
that the DRL concept is currently insufficiently known and implemented in many facilities – if at all. In light of international
requirements (e. g. the EURATOM basic standards [36]) and their
inclusion in German law, an expert discussion regarding further
development and the resolution of existing problems in
the implementation of the DRL concept in Germany was held.
The results of the expert discussion can be summarized in the
following recommendations for equipment operators:
▪ Local reference values: Despite the significant expansion of the
DRL catalog, there are still numerous radiation applications (e. g.
dental radiographs and imaging of the extremities) for which no
DRLs have been defined. If such applications of radiation are
used frequently at a facility, it is recommended to define local
reference values on the basis of the 50th percentiles of a larger
patient population. However, local reference values can also be
defined for applications of radiation for which national DRLs
have already been defined. Since the DRLs are defined based on
the 75th percentiles of the national dose distributions, even the
updated DRLs can be significantly undercut when using new
equipment and applying good medical practice. The definition
of local reference values provides an incentive for further
optimization to levels below the valid national DRLs in a facilityspecific manner [43, 44].
▪ Dose management systems: To date, exceeding of DRLs and
radiation applications that are not optimized with respect to
radiation hygiene have tended to be discovered at many facilities by accident, e. g. during checks by the medical authority.
Since modern medical systems in interventional radiology and
computed tomography must be able to transfer dose-related
parameters to the examination records, dose-related parameters should be continuously recorded and systematically and
clearly evaluated with the help of a dose management system
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▪ Scan lengths: The scan lengths specified in ▶ Table 5 relate to
the average of the values calculated for the reference woman
and reference man.
▪ Test phantom: Complete recording of radiation exposure
includes the CTDIvol and DLP as well as information about the
“CT dosimetry phantom”, i. e., specification of which CTDI test
phantom was used to measure the CTDIvol. Without this specification, the dose information is incomplete. Standard IEC
60 601-2-44, which has been valid since 2012, states that the
16-cm test phantom is used for head CT protocols and the
32-cm test phantom is used for body CT protocols (including
pediatric examinations of the torso) by the manufacturer in
devices installed after 2012, unless modified by the user. In
principle, it is recommended to ask the manufacturer which
test phantom is used for which CT protocols (particularly for
examinations of the neck, spine, extremities, and in pediatric
examinations). Information about the test phantom should
also be provided in the (DICOM) dose report. By multiplying by
the factor 1.7, the CTDIvol- and DLP values for the 32-cm test
phantom can be converted approximately to the corresponding values for the 16-cm test phantom.
▪ Base of the skull: It is recommended to use the same CTDIvol for
examinations of the base of the skull as in examinations of the
cranium. The scan length is approximately 4 – 5 cm with an
optimal gantry tilt or positioning of the head. The DLP of the
cranium must be reduced accordingly.
▪ Facial bones: In the case of partial examinations of the facial
bones, such as examination of the jaw, the scan length is to be
reduced to approximately 4 cm (and the DLP is to be adjusted
accordingly).
▪ Intervertebral disc space of the cervical spine/lumbar spine:
A DLP was not defined since the number of intervertebral disc
spaces to be examined depends on the individual clinical issue.
▪ Thorax: To rule out a pulmonary embolism, the scan ranges
from the upper edge of the aortic arch to the dome of the diaphragm [39, 40] with a standard scan length of approx. 16 cm.
The CTDIvol can be reduced significantly to less than 10 mGy
[41]. The DLP must be lowered proportionally.
▪ Aorta: In the case of examinations of parts of the aorta, the
scan length and thus the DLP must be reduced accordingly
(e. g. DLP = 420 mGy∙cm for thoracic aorta, DLP = 460 mGy∙cm
for abdominal aorta[20]).
▪ Prospective ECG-triggered coronary angiography: Coronary CT
angiography with retrospective ECG comparison is not recommended since this method is associated with a significant
increase in patient dose by at least 100 % in comparison to the
prospective ECG-triggered method [20].
▪ High-contrast examinations: As a rule, dose-relevant examination parameter values in high-contrast examinations are to be
significantly reduced compared to the corresponding values in
medical issues involving soft tissue in the same body region since
greater image noise can be tolerated in reporting in the case of
high-contrast imaging due to the large window width (typically
reconstruction of thin slices with a high-contrast kernel).
– High-contrast examination of the lung is a low-dose examination with a focus solely on the visualization of the lung
parenchyma with differentiation from air with greatly limited
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